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BAIT GUN 345
The design of this applicator utilises negative air pressure to pull bait through the
bait gun to ensure control of each bait placement. The sturdy features of this well
designed and ergonomic tool make the Goliath® Gel Bait Gun 345 convenient and
easy to use.
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Clear application tip
Piston
Cartridge
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Handel
Settings
Selection button
Push Stick
Threaded nozzel

To Begin An Application
1. Insert the clear appliation tip [1], into the threaded nozzel [9] by turning
clockwise until finger tight.
2. Adjust the selection button [7] to setting to 1 at the base of the applicator
handle. This step is important to prime the applicator.
3. Insert the cartridge [3] into the cartridge chamber by gently pressing forward
and down until the base of the flange end of the cartridge is seated in the
hooks [4].
NOTE: During the initial loading process, the cartridge will engage the pumping
mechanism of the piston. This may result in the product being pushed into the application
tip.*
If the cartridge is inserted into the chamber with force, the bait may be pushed through the
application tip which could result in the loss of a minimal amount of product.
*To avoid discharge of product, insert the orange reservior cap onto the threaded nozzel [9] while
you change reservoirs.

Selecting Application Rates
Bait placement size can be selected at the base of the applicator handle [5]. To
select the desired application rate, the selection button must be depressed while
moving the lever to the desired setting of 1 to 5.
The ideal setting is position 1 which delivers the recommended bait point of 0.05gm.
Trouble Shooting
If the Goliath Gel Bait Gun 345 will not dispense bait:
• Goliath Gel Bait Gun 345 may need to be primed
Adjust the selection button [7] setting to 1 during initial application to prime the
applicator. Once it has been primed, the applicator settings can be changed.
• The cartridge may have an air pocket
To resolve this issue, leave the cartridge [3] in the Goliath Gel Bait Gun 345
and insert the push stick [8] provided into the end of the cartridge [3]. Gently
push to advance the bait and remove the air pocket. Once the air pocket is
eliminated, the bait will flow through the piston evenly.
Cleaning
Routine cleaning of the Goliath Gel Bait Gun 345 when used with Goliath
cockroach gel bait should not be nessessary due to the unique formulation of
this cockroach gel bait.
If bait other than Goliath is used with this applicator, the various bait formulations
remaining in the piston could dry and block the flow of bait for the next application. If
this occours, use a mild detergent and water solution to clean all components.
Changing Cartridges
To remove the cartridge [3], select before settting 1 [7]. Gently push the cartridge
flange forward and up until the cartridge is free of the hooks [4].
Goliath Gel Bait Gun 345 applicator will maintain some bait in the piston and tip,
even when the cartridge is empty or removed.
When the gun will not be used for several days, it is recommended that the bait be
cleared from the piston by removing the empty cartridge [3] and manually pressing
the piston with the push stick [8].
NOTE: The piston and tip holds approximatley 1.5 grams of bait.
TIP:The orange cap from the Golliath cartridge should be placed on the threaded nozzel to avoid
losing bait during transportation or cartridge replacement.

